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Its the same as yesterday
Your knocking, looking for love again
Blows my mind how you miss the clue
I don't want anything from you

You call me...and call me
Why can't you just let it go
I don't want to want you
Just leave me alone
Your purpose escapes me
Your just consuming air
Go away... go away... go AWAY!!!

I don't want wanna hang or mingle with you
I don't need the drama I'm nobody's fool
Don't want your disease
Don't find shit in you
Don't need no more friends with
Drama like you

I hear you knock but you can't come in
There's nobody home for you again
Call my band and all my friends
Your a crazy bitch in the end

You call me and call me
Why can't you let it go
I don't want to want you

Just leave me alone
Your presence is torture
You're just what stupid does
I'd rather touch myself... fuck myself because

I don't wanna hang or mingle with you
I don't need the drama I'm nobody's fool
Don't want your disease
Don't find shit in you
Don't need no more friends with
Drama like you

You call me and call me
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Why can't you let it go
I don't want to want you
Just leave me alone
I hate you... I hate you
It's like you're always there
Talking shit... talking shit... talking shit!

I don't wanna hang or mingle with you
I don't need the drama I'm nobody's fool
Don't want your disease
Don't find shit in you
Don't need no more friends with
Drama like you
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